
Natural stabilized flowers 

Natural stabilized trees 

Vegetal walls 
  

 



Stabilized plants 

Vision 

To bring preserved nature in new places and developing of this niche market. 

 

Mission 

An extend of usage way of stabilized plants , through development and innovation. 



Stabilization process 

The preserved flowers are natural flowers who 
suffered a de-hydration process and then re-
hydration. Water content from the flower is 
replaced with a liquid who seals her pores.  

Process description  

1. Cutting the flower 

2. De-hydration 

3. Re-hydration 

4. Colouring 

The result is a natural  flower, with the look and 
texture of a freshly cut flow. Will keep her beauty 
for 18 month. 

Result 

1. The look 

2. Flexibility 

3. Life lenght : flower`s life who is just cut now 

will last 5-15 days. The same flower if is 

stabilized will keep the beauty at least 2 

years. 

Day 3 Day 6 Day 8 Day 10 Day12 Day 360 



Our flowers and leaves stabilized 

 
 

 Lifetime: months 18+ 
 

The same brightness and flexibility 
as a freshly cut flower 
 
Extended range of colours, 
beyond nature’s power 
 
 Stabilization formula comes from 
food industry and pharmaceutical 
industry 

 
 No need for maintanence  

 
 To be avoid exposure in wet 
environments 

 
 
 



• Natures preservation:  
stabilization process 

• Products 
 



1. Flowers and leaves 

Roses  Carnations  

Hydrangeas Roses 

http://www.guirnaldas.com/home/arrangements/details/(collection_id)/129/(arrangement_id)/675/(arrangementcol_id)/685


Flowers and leaves 
.  

Gardenia Orchid 

Cale Roses leaves 



Flowers and leaves : Floral arrangements 



Flowers and leaves: Display with flowers 



Our products: 

2. Leaves  
 



Leaves 

Beech leaves 

Small edera Reed 

 Eucalipt leaves  Edera leaves 

Lamb`s ear 



Leaves 

Amaranthus Fougere  Gardenia leaf 

Bamboo Roses leaves Cocculus 



3. Vegetation walls 



Vegetation wall 



Vegetation wall 



Wall arrangements with plants 



Our products 

4. Plants and 
    trees 
 



Plants and trees 

Globulosa 

Columnaris Tuya Pin 



Plants and trees 

Nicoly Pendula Populus 

Chamaerops Agave Phoenix 

http://www.verdissimo.com/cat_products.php?idc=6&idcp=1&idr=BHD/0114&nf=1
http://www.verdissimo.com/cat_products.php?idc=3&idcp=1&idr=DPO/0120&nf=1


        Environment decorated with plants and stabilized trees 







Floral arrangements 







Brides bouquets  





Roses per piece 





Green Fantasy 
Str. Piata Alexandru Mocioni nr. 3, 
apartment5, etaj 2. 
Timișoara 
www.greenfantasy.ro 
 
 
 
 
 
Tel: +4 0720 548 640 
          +4 0760 241 104 
          +4 0741 1 78 771 
E-mail: office@greenfantasy.ro 
 
                 
 
 


